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“To harmonize every feature…”

Redcliffe’s

Louis Berckmann and the design of Redcliffe’s Original 1860’s Landscape

.

In 1859, with his orchards, vineyards and even the
construction of his new mansion almost complete,
James Henry Hammond sent a design for a small forat 10:00 a.m.
mal garden to landscape designer Louis Berckmann
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Berckmann urged Hammond to consider a different
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approach for his “lordly” country residence. He urged
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Hammond to think of the landscape as a frame for the
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picture that was the mansion: “There is no reason, no
motive whatever in your commanding position to conFor more information on these
fine your frame to a narrow strip of ground… Let me express my idea in a few words: ‘your splenprograms please contact the park.
did house, is a Lordly residence, and requires… a parke,’ to harmonize every feature about and
around it.”
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Interesting Fact

Berckmann acknowledged that there might be some reasons why Hammond might be hesitant to
embrace “the trouble of an extensive pleasure ground.” They
included he said, “1rst giving up of arable or farm ground to a
certain extent, 2nd the planting of so much more ornamental
trees, & 3rd the annoyance of keeping these grounds in proper
condition...where constant care has to be taken.” Despite these
considerations Berckmann continued to try and carry his point
across:
“your pine woods, and the magnificent horizon you command,
are better features than anything art can bring in; but even,
considering the vastness and grandeur of those features, it must
not be allowed to spread out under your feet a small, artificial
spot out of all connection with the broad space around you.”

FREE Family Event
Redcliffe’s Evolving
Landscape
Saturday, April 11, 2015
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Check out all of the
great Redcliffe
merchandise you can buy
at the SC State Parks
online store!
Just click the picture to the right to see all the Redcliffe
related items in the SC State Parks online store.

Document of the Month
This map, discovered among the
John Shaw Billings papers in USC’s
Caroliniana Library in Columbia,
SC, shows the four properties purchased by James Henry Hammond
between 1855 and 1865 which eventually made up the Redcliffe property we know today. The map was
created by John Shaw Billings using
information from the papers left behind by his great-grandfather.

